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1. INTRODUC!lTON 
In their well-known book “Rings of Continuous Functions” ([7]), L. 
Gillman and M. Jerison investigate the sets G(X) and O*(X) of all real 
continuous functions, respectively all bounded real continuous functions 
on a completely regular Hausdorff space X. The authors pay a considerable 
amount of attention to the ring structure of O(X) and Q,(X), and they 
compare algebraic properties of these rings with topological properties 
of x. 
In the present paper and in a forthcoming paper O(X) and O*(X) are 
considered more from the order theoretical point of view. Several notions 
and properties from the theory for O(X) can be generalized to an arbitrary 
(uniformly complete) Riesz space, e.g. the notion of z-ideal (section 3) 
and the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem (section 8). 
Closely related to the notion of a z-ideal is the notion of a d-ideal 
(section 4). In section 5 we compare the various types of ideals in a Riesz 
space. In sections 6 and 7 the theory of prime x-ideals (d-ideals) and 
maximal z-ideals (d-ideals) is developed. In section 9 the notions of 
z-regularity and d-regularity are introduced. Finally, in section 10, some 
order properties of O(X) are compared with topological properties of X. 
To distinguish in O(X) and Oh(X) between ideals in the algebraic sense 
and in the order sense, we call from now on a ring ideal an r-ideal and 
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an order ideal an o-ideal. For the terminology used and the general theory 
of Riesz spaces we refer to [12] and [14]. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Given the element v > 0 in the Riesz space L, the sequence (fn : n = 1,2, . . .) 
in L is said to converge v-uniformly to the element f E .L whenever, for 
every E> 0, there exists a natural number N, such that If - f,J <EZ) holds 
for all n>N,. We denote this by f,, -+ f(v) ; the element v is called the 
regulator of convergence. The sequence (fn : n = 1, 2, . . .) is said to converge 
(relatively) uniformly to f E L if fn --f f(v) for some 0 <et e L. The notion 
of (relatively) uniform Cauchy sequence is defined likewise. 
If D is a subset of L, we define the pseudo-closure D’ of D to be the 
set of all f EL such that there exist fn e D (n= 1, 2, . ..) with fn + f(v) 
for some O<v E L. The subset D C L is called (relatively) uniformly closed 
whenever D= D’, and the uniformly closed sets are the closed sets for 
a topology in L, the (relative) uniform topology. The closure in this 
topology of a subset D of L is denoted by D. We always have D C D’ C D, 
but not necessarily D’ =.ij (see [13], Example 1). However, D’ =is holds 
in the Archimedean Riesz space L for all D C L iff L has the o-property, 
i.e., every sequence in L is contained in some principal o-ideal (see [12], 
Theorem 72.3). This is in particular the case if L has a strong unit. 
We note that the mappings f + f V go, f -+ f A go and f -I+ If ( are con- 
tinuous (see [12], Section 16). Observe that the uniform topology in L 
is a Ti-topology (equivalently, (0) is uniformly closed) iff L is Archimedean 
(see [12], Theorem 63.2). 
The following theorem is of particular interest. 
THEOREM 2.1. (see [12], Theorem 60.2.) For an o-ideal A in the R&z 
space L the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) A i8 uniformly do&d. 
(ii) If O<u, t ( ) f uv orsomeOgvEL,andu,eAforalln=l,2,...,then 
ueA. 
(iii) L/A is Archimedean. 
We recall that the Archimedean Riesz space L is called uniformly 
complete whenever any uniform Cauchy sequence in L has a (unique) 
limit (see [12], section 39). 
If J is an o-ideal in the Riesz space L, then J is maximal ifF L/J is 
Riesz isomorphic to ‘R (see [ 121, Theorem 27.3). If P is a proper prime 
o-ideal, then P is a maximal o-ideal iff P is uniformly closed (use [12], 
Theorem 33.2, and the fact that a totally ordered Archimedean Riesz 
space is Riesz isomorphic to 8; see [14], Proposition II, 3.4). 
In a Riesz space L with a strong unit, a proper o-ideal A is uniformly 
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closed 8 A is an intersection of maximal o-ideals (combine Theorem 2.1 
above with [12], Theorem 27.6). 
THEOREM 2.2. If A and B are o-ideals in the Riesz space L, then -- 
AnB=xnB. 
-- 
PROOF. ObviouslyAnBCAnB.TakeO<weAnBandlet Ube 
an open neighbourhood of w. Since the mapping v: L + L, defined by 
v(f) = If 1 A w, is continuous and v(w) = w, there exists an open neighbour- 
hood V of w such that v(V) C U. From w E A it follows that there exists 
fo E: V n A, and so q(fo) = If01 A w e U n A. Moreover y(fo) e B. Repeating 
this argument, we find go such that Igo1 A lfol A w E U n A n B. This -- 
implies that w e A n B. 
In general the sum of two uniformly closed o-ideals need not be uniformly 
closed (see e.g. [14], III, Exercise 1 (c)). 
THEOREM 2.3. In a uniformly complete Riesz space L the following hda8. 
(i) If A and B are unifor&y dosed o-ideals, then A+ B ie a uniformly 
cl0sea o-iaml. 
(ii) If A and B are o-ideals, then A + B= .ii+B. 
PROOF. (i) Suppose 0~ w,, t w(u), w,, E A + B. There exist sequences 
O<a, f in A and O<b, t in B such that eu,=a,+b, for n=l, 2, . . . . 
Since (wn: n=l, 2, . ..) is a u-uniform Cauchy sequence, the sequences 
(a,: n= 1, 2, . ..) and (bn: n=l, 2, . ..) are likewise u-uniform Cauchy 
sequences. Hence, there exist a and b in L such that 0 <a, t a(u) and 
Og b, f b(u). Since A and B are uniformly closed we have a E A and 
b E B. From 0 Q wn =a,, + bn t a + b(u), and from the fact that L is Archi- 
medean, it follows that w =a+ b E A + B. 
(ii) Straightforward from (i). 
We proceed by recalling some theorems. We denote by 1; the principal 
o-ideal generated by f. 
THEOREM 2.4 (see [9], Theorem 3 and [12], Theorems 37.6, 61.4). J’or 
the Riesx space L the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) L is hyper-Archimedean (i.e., L/A is Archimedtxzn for all o-ideals A 
in L). 
(ii) Every o-ideal in L is uniformly ClO8d. 
(iii) Every proper prime o-ideal in L is a minimal prime o-ideal. 
(iv) Every proper prime o-ideal in L is a muximul o-ideal. 
(v) The distributive lattice d,,(L) of all principal o-ideals is a Boolean ring. 
(vi) Every principal o-ideal If is a direct summand. 
Moreover, if L is uniformly complete, then each of these statements is equi- 
valent to 
(vii) Every principal o-ideal is of $nite dimension. 
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THEOREM 2.5 (see [0], Theorem 0). In any Riesz solace L the following 
condition8 ape equivalent. 
(i) L is normal (i.e., every proper prime o-ideal contains a unique minimal 
prime 0-iamb). 
(ii) If 0 < u, v E L, then {u A v}& = {u}” + {v)“. 
(iii) If u A v = 0 in L, then L= (u}d+ {v}“. 
(iv) L= if+>&+ {f-}” for all f E L. 
We recall that the Riesz space L has the o-order continuity property 
(cr-0.c.p.) whenever every positive linear mapping from L into an Archi- 
medean Riesz space is o-order continuous. It can be proved that L has 
the a-o.c.p. ilf every uniformly closed o-ideal in L is a o-ideal. The order 
continuity property (0.c.p.) is defined analogously, and L has the 0.c.p. 
iff every uniformly closed o-ideal is a band. Furthermore, L has the 0.0.~. 
iff L has the a-o.c.p. and L is order separable (for details we refer the 
reader to [6] and [15]). 
The sets C(X) and O*(X) (X a completely regular Hausdorff space) 
are Riesz spaces and commutative rings with unit element e (e(z)= 1 
for all z E X). We note that Oh(X) is the principal o-ideal Ie generated 
by e in C(X). For any f e C(X) we denote by Z(f) the zero-set of f, i.e., 
Z(f)=(XEX: f(s)=O). 
3. Z-IDEALS 
The r-ideal I in C(X) is called a z-ideal whenever it follows from f E I, 
g E C(X) and Z(f)=.%(g) that g E I (see [7], section 2.7). From Z(fg)= 
=Z(lf 1 A Ig]) it follows immediately that the subset I of C(X) is a z-ideal 
ilI 1 is an o-ideal with the property that f e I, g E C(X), Z(f) =2(g) implies 
g E I. The next theorem gives us some important classes of z-ideals. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(i) Every muximal r-ideal in G(X) is a z-ideal ([7], section 2.7). 
(ii) Every uniformly dosed r-ideal ti a x-ideal. 
(iii) Every uniformly closed o-ideal is a z-ideal. 
(iv) Every maximal o-ideal is a z-ideal. 
PROOF. (i) Suppose that J is a maximal r-ideal, f E J, Z(f)=Z(g), 
but g $ J. Then there exist j e J and r E C(X) such that e =j+ rg, and 
therefore js+ f2 E J is a ring unit, a contradiction. 
(ii) Let I be a uniformly closed r-ideal, f e 1, g e C(X) and Z(f) =2(g). 
For n=l, 2, . . . we define 
U,=(XEX: ]g(s)l>n-1) and UZ=(ZEX: ]g(z)l>n-1). 
Then U: C U,+l. Since Ul: and X\U ,,+I are disjoint zero-sets, there exists 
hYn E C(X), Og h, <e, such that h,(z) = 1 for all z E Uz and hn(z) = 0 for 
all xeX\U,+l (n=l, 2, . . . ) (we use here that if Z(p) and Z(q) are disjoint 
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zero-sets, the function A= 1~1/(1~1+ 141) is zero on Zb) and equal to 1 on 
Z(g)). The function gn, delined by 
qn(x) = ( 
d4Mx,{f(x))-1 x e X\Z(f) 
0 x e Z(f) 
satisfies gn E C(X) (n= 1, 2, . ..). A simple calculation shows that lg-fgnl < 
<de for n=l, 2, . . . . and so fgl, + g(e). Since f E I, and I is an r-ideal, 
we have fg,, E I. Since I is uniformly closed, it follows that g E I. 
(iii) Let I be a uniformly closed o-ideal. By (ii) it is sufficient to prove 
that I is an r-ideal. To this end, let 0 G f E I and Ogr e C(X). It follows 
from O<r-rAne<n-lrz that f(rAne) f rf (rzf). Since O<f(rAne)<nf we 
have f(rAne)EI, n=l, 2, . . . . and thus rf EI. 
(iv) Since every maximal o-ideal is uniformly closed, this is immediate 
by (iii). 
We generalize the notion of a z-ideal to an arbitrary Riesz space. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The o-ideal I in the Riesz space L is &led an abstract 
z-ideal if it follows f9vm f E I, g E L and G=G that g e I. 
Observe that (0) is an abstract z-ideal iff (6) =(O), i.e., iff L is Archi- 
medean. For the sake of convenience we shall assume from now on that 
every Riesz qace considered is Archimedean. 
THEOREM 3.3. In C(X) the notions of abstract z-ideal and of z-ideal are 
the same. 
PROOF. For f E C(X) consider the set 
A,= (h E C(X) : Z(f) C Z(h)), 
which is the smallest z-ideal containing f. Since relatively uniform con- 
vergence in C(X) implies pointwise convergence, it is clear that Af is 
uniformly closed, and so rf C A,. Conversely, it follows from Theorem 
3.1 (iii) that G is a z-ideal containing f, and therefore Af C 5. This implies 
Af=G. It has thus been proved that &=Ig iff Z(f)=Z(g). This is the 
desired result. 
From the proof of this theorem it follows that 
q= (h e C(X) : Z(f) C Z(h)). 
On account of the above theorem, an abstract z-ideal in a Riesz space 
is simply called a z-ideal. 
THEOREM 3.4. The o-ideal I C L is a z-ideal ig it follows from f E I 
that I, c I. 
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PROOF. Suppose I is a z-ideal, f E I and g e G. By Theorem 2.2 
-- 
and since lgl A If1 E I we have g e I. We have proved therefore that 5 C I. 
The converse is clear. 
It follows from this theorem that any uniformly closed o-ideal is a z-ideal. 
We note that the intersection of z-ideals is again a z-ideal. If we denote 
by A(D) the z-ideal generated by the non-empty subset D CL, then 
A(D)=(f E L: BiYl, . ..) 6, e D such that f E &,I “...” I~$. 
THEOREM 3.5. If the Riesz space L is uniformly complete, and if II, I2 
are z-ideals, then II+Iz is a z-ideal (cf. [7], 14.8). 
PROOF. For f E11+12 we have lfl=fl+f2, O<flEII and O<f2e12. It 
folio-s from Theorem 2.3 that 
Ij=I,l+I,2=1q++Q C&+12, 
and therefore Ii+ I2 is a z-ideal. 
In C(X) the o-ideal I is a z-ideal iff f E I, g e C(X) and Z(f)=Z(g) 
implies g E 1. This zero-sets criterion does in general not hold in Riesz 
subspaces of C(X). By way of example, take in C&(X), with X= (0, l), 
the function f(x) =Z for all z e (0, 1). Since e $11, there exists a maximal 
o-ideal J such that If C J. Then J is a z-ideal, Z(f) =2(e) = 0, but e 4 J. 
There are, however, situations in which this criterion does hold in a 
Riesz subspace L of the Riesz space R= O(X). For instance, if e is a strong 
unit in K (so K =C(X) =0*(X)) and e E L, then both K and L have the 
e-property and therefore pseudo-closures and uniform closures coincide 
in K as well as in L. Moreover, relatively uniform convergence in K and 
L is always relatively uniform convergence with respect to the regulator e. 
If f E L, then #‘)‘(L) = (ljg’)‘@) n L. Indeed, if 0~ w e (ljK’)‘(“) n L, 
then there exists a sequence 0 g w,, E I$” such that ~0, + w(e). It is not 
difficult to Bee that in this case w A nlfl f w(e) and so w E #‘)‘(L). The 
converse inclusion is evident. Since K and L have the u-property it follows 
that ITfL) = I(=’ I n L for every f E L. By the formula following theorem 
3.3. we have then 
If@) = (g E L: Z(f) c Z(g)). 
Hence the o-ideal I C L is a z-ideal iff it follows from f e I, g e L and 
Z(f) =2(g) that g E I. In other words, the zero-sets criterion holds in this 
situation in the Riesz subspace L as well. 
We now give an example showing that the condition of uniform com- 
pleteness in Theorem 3.5 cannot be dropped. 
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EXANPLE 3.6. In H=C([O, 11) we denote by Z the o-ideal 
&=(feK: If(x)l<nf-x for all xe[O, I]). 
Observe that f E IZ iff there exists 8 > 0 such that If(x)1 <q-z for all 
x E [0, 61. Furthermore, let w(x) =vx for all x E [0, 11, so w &L. Let L 
be the linear subspaoe of K defined by 
L=(feK:f=g+m+/?e,geI,;a,/?efi). 
Using the above observation, it is elementary to prove that f E L implies 
f+ EL, so L is a Riesz subspace of K. Since e is a strong unit in K and 
e E L, the zero-sets criterion holds in L. 
Consider the functions U, v E IZ C L defined by 
u(x) = l 
xlsill n/(2z)l (O<x< 1) 
0 (x=o) ’ w(x)= l 
XICOS n/(2x)] (O<x< 1) 
0 (x=0) * 
We assert that L +z is not a z-ideal in L (all closures and all principal 
ideals are now taken in L). Indeed, if 17, + z were a z-ideal, then 1; + z = 
= I U+D. By the above remarks, TN= (f E L: Z(u+ w) C Z(f)). Since 
Z(u + V) = Z(u) A Z(V) = (O}, it follows that w E I,+, and therefore w = wi + wz 
with wi E ru and wz e z. But then Z(u) C Z(wi) implies WI(O) = 0, whence 
w1= g1+ OllW (g1 E Jr, a1 EB). If ari# 0, then wi(x)# 0 in some interval 
(0, E], whereas Z(U) = (0, JJ, &, . . . ) C Z(m), which is impossible, so wi = gi E I%. 
Similarly, w2 = gz e Is. It would follow that w = wi + wz E Iz, a contradiction. 
4. D-IDEALS 
DEFINITION 4.1. The o-ideal I in the Riem qme L 68 culled a d-ideal 
if it fOllOW8 from f e I, g EL andi {f}““={g}~ that g E I. 
The conoept of d-ideals has been studied by several authors, e.g. in 
[l] (where it is called a z-ideal), [4] section 3.3, [5] (where it is called a 
pseudo-normal ideal) and [l l] Section 1. 
We remark that bands, u-ideals and minimal prime o-ideals are all 
d-ideals (see [12], Theorem 24.7 (ii), and Theorem 61.4 (i)). Analogously 
to Theorem 3.4 we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. The o-ideal I CL is a d-ideal ifl it fOhW8 from. f e I 
that cf}“” c I. 
It follows from this theorem that any d-ideal is a z-ideal (we recall 
that all Riesz spaces considered are Archimedean). 
We now give a characterization of d-ideals in C(X) in terms of zero-sets. 
We note first that if P is a closed subset of the completely regular Hausdoti 
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space X, the disjoint complement la of the o-ideal I = (h E O(X) : P C Z(h)) 
satisfies 
Id = (h e C(X) : xp c Z(h)). 
For any f E C(X), we have 
{f}” = (h E C(X) : x\int Z(f) c Z(h)), 
so 
(f}“” = (h e C(X) : m(f) c Z(h)). 
Hence {flu= {g)m iff inin =w (we use here that int mi&%-@j = 
=m@ for all h E C(X)). The following theorem is now clear. 
THEOREM 4.3. The o-ideal I in C(X) is a d-ideal ifl f E I, g e C(X) 
and iiZ@ = i&T@ imfplies g E I. 
We observe that the intersection of d-ideals is again a d-ideal. If we 
denote by E(D) the &-ideal generated by the non-empty subset D C L, 
then 
E(D)=(~ E L: 3al, . . . . a, ED such that f E {la11 v . . . v Ianp). 
In general the sum of two d-ideals need not be a d-ideal. By way of 
example, let L = C([O, 11) and consider the bands 
B1=(feL:f(z)=O, O<x<&) and &=(feL:f(z)=O,+<z<l). 
Then & and & are d-ideals, but Br + Bs = (f E L : f(g) = 0) is clearly not 
a d-ideal. Note, however, that Bl+ Bz is a maximal o-ideal. 
THEOREM 4.4. In a normal Riesz space L the 8um of two a-iad is a 
a-iad. 
PROOF. Let 11 and 1s be d-ideals, and take 0 <w E 11 +ls. Then 
v=vr+vs, O<V~E~I and O<vs~Is. Put v;=wl-vrAws and&=vs-vl/\os, 
then vi A vi = 0. By the normality of L we have L= (v;>“+ {wi}” (see 
Theorem 2.5). If O<w E {v} da, then w= WI+ wz with O<wl E {w;}” and 
O< w2 E {vi>d, so for O=q E {v# we get 
ey A p E {vi>” n {VI}” = {WI + vi]& = {VI + v2 - VI A ~2)” = (~11 V BZ}~ = 
= (VI + vz}d = {w)“. 
Since w G {v}” we conclude that w A wa A r, = w2 A p = 0. This holds for all 
0 <p Q (WI}“, hence w2 e {VI} da. Analogously it follows that WI E (vs)u. Now 
w = w2 + Wl E (e)l)dd + {212}@ c 11+ I2 
for all O<w fz {v}ad, i.e., {v}“” C 1r+12. It has been proved thus that 
(v)” C 11+12 for every positive v e II+& This shows that 4 +I2 is a 
d-ideal. 
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6. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF IDEALS IN A RIESZ SPACE 
On account of the results of Section 3 and Section 4 the following 
implications hold in an Archimedean Riesz space. 
(3) 
uniformly closed 
(1) (2) 4 
o-ideal 
k (5) (6) 
band =+- u-ideal z-ideal =k- 0-&d. 
==s d-ideal * 
(4) 
None of the converse implications hold. We present some examples, 
EXAMPLES 5.1 
(9 (6) + 0% Th e o-ideal If in C([O, 11) generated by the function 
f(z) =x is also an r-ideal but not a z-ideal. 
(ii) (3) Jp (4) (hence (5) j+ (4) and (3) + (2)). For the function f in 
C([O, 11) defined by f(z)=2 we have G=(g E C([O, 11): g(0) =O). Then 6 
is a uniformly closed o-ideal which is not a d-ideal, since {f}“” = C([O, 11). 
(iii) (4) =j+ (3) (hence (4) d*(2) and (5) + (3)). In the Riesz space of 
all real sequences the o-ideal I, consisting of all eventually zero-sequences, 
is a d-ideal which is not uniformly closed. We note that I is a d-ideal 
which is neither a (minimal) prime o-ideal nor a u-ideal. 
(iv) (3) + (4) =/+ (2). The Riesz space L of all eventually constant real 
sequences is hyper-Archimedean. The o-ideal J, consisting of all sequences 
which are eventually zero, is a maximal o-ideal and therefore a uniformly 
closed prime o-ideal. Since L is hyper-Archimedean, J is a minimal prime 
o-ideal, and so J is a d-ideal. However, J is not a u-ideal. Observe that 
.L is not uniformly complete. 
(v) (2) =/s (1). Let X b e an uncountable set and L the Riesz space 
of all real functions on X. The o-ideal I of all f e L with an at most 
countable support is a u-ideal but not a band. 
In the next theorems we give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the converse implications to hold. 
THEOREM 5.2. In a Riesz space L the following statements hold. 
(i) Every a-ideal is a band ia L is order separable. 
(ii) Every uniformly closed o-ideal is a a-ideal ifl L has the o-0.c.p. 
(iii) Every d-ideal is a a-ideal ifl L is hyper-Archimedeun and has the 
a-0.c.p. 
(iv) Every d-ideal is uniformly closed ifl L is hyper-Archimedean. 
(v) Every z-ideal is uniformly closed i# L is hyper-Archimedean. 
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PROOF. (i) See [12], Theorem 29.3. 
(ii) See Section 2. 
(iii) Suppose that every d-ideal is a o-ideal. Then in particular every 
minimal prime o-ideal is a o-ideal, hence uniformly closed, and therefore 
a maximal o-ideal. It follows that L is hyper-Archimedean, so every 
o-ideal is uniformly closed. Let I be an o-ideal in L and take 0 <fn t f 
with fn~.l’, n=l, 2, . . . . and f E L. Let E(D) be the d-ideal generated by 
D=(fn: n= 1, 2, . ..). Since, by hypothesis, E(D) is a u-ideal, we have 
f E E(D). By the formula following Theorem 4.3, there exists k in such 
that f E (fk}dd. S ince L is hyper-Archimedean, If,= (fk)dd (Theorem 2.4 
(vi)), and so f E Ifk C I, proving that I is a o-ideal. Hence, ny (ii), L has 
the a-o.c.p. The converse implication is easy. 
(iv) If L is hyper-Archimedean, then every o-ideal is uniformly closed. 
If every d-ideal is uniformly closed, then in particular every minimal 
prime o-ideal is uniformly closed, hence a maximal o-ideal, so L is hyper- 
Arohimedean. 
(v) Bollows from (iv). 
The next theorem has been proved in the case that L is Dedekind 
u-complete (see [3], Proposition 3, and [5], Theorem 4). 
THEOREM 5.3. In a uniformly complete Riesz space L every uniformly 
closed d-ideal is a o-ideal. 
PROOF. Let I be a uniformly closed d-ideal and O<fn t f, with fA E I 
(n=l, 2, . ..). Since L is uniformly complete and I is uniformly closed, 
the sum h = r’,1 2-n/ ,, exists (f-uniformly) and h E I. Since I is a d-ideal, 
it follows from fn E IF, C {h}aa (n= 1, 2, . . .) that f E {A)ad C I. 
THEOREM 6.4. In a uniformly complete Riesz space L the following 
statement8 hold. 
(i) Every uniformly dosed o-ideal is a d-ideal i8 L has the a-0.c.p. 
(ii) Every z-ideal is a d-ideal i# L has the o-0.c.p. 
(iii) Every o-ideal is a z-ideal i# L is hyper-Archimedean. 
PROOF. (i) If every uniformly closed o-ideal is a d-ideal, it follows 
from Theorem 5.3 that every uniformly closed o-ideal is a u-ideal, and 
so L has the o-o.c.p. The converse is evident. 
(ii) If every z-ideal is a d-ideal it follows directly from (i) that L has 
the o-0.c.p. Assume conversely that L has the o-0.c.p. and that I is a 
z-ideal. If f E I, then rf C I. Since, by hypothesis, Tf is a-ideal, we have 
G= {f>T and thus {f}M C I, i.e., I is a d-ideal. 
(iii) Assume that every o-ideal is a z-ideal. We will prove that every 
principal o-ideal in L is of finite dimension. Suppose, on the contrary, 
that dim I, = oo for some 0 GE u E L. By [12], Theorem 26.10, there exists 
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a disjoint sequence (fn : n = 1, 2, . . . ) such that O< fn QU for all n. Since 
L is uniformly complete, the sums 
g = 2 4-*f,, and h= z 2+fn 
VI-1 n-l 
exist (u-uniformly). It follows from fn E 1, (n= 1, 2, . ..), that h E &,. Using 
that Ig is a z-ideal we derive Ig = 5, so h < erg for some OL > 0. There exists 
k e r) such that 2-k > ar4-1. Now 
itkf&= fk A (2-kfk) = fk A h< fk A (olg) = fk. A (kkfk) =Ckkfk, 
and since fk # 0 we conclude that 2-k< 014-k, contradictory to the choice 
of k. 
The converse implication is obvious. 
By means of the following example we show that in the previous theorem 
the assumption of the uniform completeness cannot be dropped. 
EXAIKPLE 5.6 (due to L. C. Moore jr., personal communication, and 
S. J. Bern&u, [2]). Let L be the linear subspece of I, consisting of all 
elements of the form f =a+ olu+/?e (ar, /l E I$), where a ranges through all 
sequences of finite support, u=(l, 0, l/2, 0, l/3, 0, . ..) and e=(l, 1, 1, . ..). 
A simple calculation shows that f E L implies f+ E L, so L is a Riesz sub- 
space of 1,. It is easy to check that every principal o-ideal in L is a bend 
and so every o-ideal in L is a d-ideal. The principal o-ideal I, in L is not 
a projection band, hence L does not have the principal projection property. 
Moreover, L is not uniformly complete snd not hyper-Archimedean. 
Furthermore L does not have the a-o.c.p., since the maximal o-ideal 
J= (f E L: f =a+ au) is not a o-ideal. Observe that in L the sum of two 
z-ideals is a z-ideal, although L is not uniformly complete (cf. Theorem 3.5). 
6. PRIME Z-IDEALS AND PRIME D-IDEALS 
The z-ideal P in the Riesz space L is celled s, prime z-ideal if it is prime 
regarded as an o-ideal. The proper z-ideal J is said to be a maximal z-ideal 
if L is the only x-ideal in which J is properly contsined. We note already 
that every maximal o-ideal is a maximal x-ideal. 
Since in O(X) every maximal r-ideal is a z-ideal (Theorem 3.1 (i)), it 
is easily checked that the collections of all maximal r-ideals and of all 
maximal z-ideals coincide. Hence every maximal o-ideal in C(X) is a 
maximal r-ideal. In fact, it is not difficult to see that the maximal o-ideals 
in C(X) are precisely the real ideals in C(X), as introduced by Hewitt 
(see [7], Section 5.6, or [8], Definition 11). 
THEOREM 6.1. If f E L and P is a z-ideal which is maximal with respect 
to the property of not containing f, then P is a prime a-ideal. 
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PROOF. Suppose u A vu= 0, but u + P and v $ P. Then the z-ideal 
A(P, u), generated by P and u, contains f, so there exists 0~~1 E P such 
that f E IpI,,,,. Analogously there exists 0~~2 e P such that f E I,,ZVr. Put 
p~=pl V p2 E P, then 
a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 6.2. 
(i) Every maximal z-ideal is a prime z-ideal. 
(ii) A maximal z-ideal is a maximal o-ideal iff it is uniformly closed. 
(iii) Every z-ideal is an intersection of prime z-ideals. 
We recall that if I is an o-ideal, the prime o-ideal P, containing I, 
is called I-minimal if it follows from I C Q C P, Q a prime o-ideal, that 
Q= P. The notion of I-minimal prime z-ideal, where I is a z-ideal, is 
defined likewise (if I C Q C P, & p rime z-ideal, then Q= P). If I = (0), 
then P is simply called a minimal prime z-ideal. 
As well-known, the prime o-ideal P, containing the o-ideal I, is an 
I-minimal prime o-ideal iff for every 0 < u E P there exists 0 <v q! P such 
that u Av E I (cf. [lo], Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 8.2). 
THEOREM 6.3. If I is a z-ideal and P is an I-minimal prime o-ideal, 
then P is a z-ideal. 
PROOF. Take f E P and g EL such that G=?j. Then there exists 
Ogh$P with IfI AhhI, and so 
hAIgle~nn=~nn=InhlflCICP. 
Since h 6 P we conclude g E P, hence P is a z-ideal. 
COROLLARY 6.4. 
(i) If I is a z-ideal, then P is an I-minim& prime z-ideal iIj P is an I-mini- 
mal prime o-ideal. In particular, the collections of all minimal prime 
z-ideals ad of all minimal prime o-ideals are the same. 
(ii) Every z-ideal I is an intersection of I-minimal prime z-i&&. 
The notions of prime d-ideal, maximal d-ideal and I-minimal prime 
&-ideal are defined analogously. Furthermore, all theorems of this section 
hold for prime d-ideals as well. In particular, P is a minimal prime o-ideal 
iff P is a minimal prime d-ideal. 
(To be ccdwd) 
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